Tribhuvan University
Central Campus of Technology, Dharan
2078
Admission Procedure at CCT:
1. The candidate must pass the Central Entrance Examination.
2. The candidate must have his/her name listed in the merit list (Rank 1 to 100) published by
CCT.
3. The candidate must qualify in the academic counseling session to get admission.
a. Free Quota: Candidates in merit list (Rank 1-100) will be notified to attend the first
counseling session.
b. Donation Quota: Admission in the donation quotas will be based on the application
form (for NRs 100000/-, 300000/-, or 400000/-) filled by the candidate.
c. If the above quotas fall vacant, candidates in the waiting list will be given the priority.
4. The First-Year candidates wanting to cancel their enrollment within 15 days of admission
can get a partial refund of the donation (after deducting 10%) plus a full refund of the
deposit. For the same case, candidates enrolled through free competition quota will get a
refund of the deposit only.
5. If the students enrolled in the First Year continuously remain absent for 15 days of the
conduction of regular classes, their enrollment will be automatically terminated, entitling
them a refund of deposit only.
6. Two candidates (genetic children) can be admitted under teacher/staff quota, but the
second one can get admission only after the first one has completed his/her academic
year.
B.Sc., BIT & CSIT
7. For candidates of B.Sc. (Biological, Physical, CSIT) and BIT, only the candidates who have
appeared and passed the Central Entrance Examination from this Campus will only be
shortlisted (on merit basis) for the First List admission. Candidates from other centers will
be enlisted for admission in the Second List only (even if they have secured higher marks).
8. Only the candidates of B.Sc. BIT candidates who have appeared and passed the Central
Entrance Examination from this Campus will have the privilege to enjoy the free quota
allotted by CCT.

9. Schemes for the allotment of free quota to B.Sc. (Biological & Physical) are as follows:
Bot + Chem + Micro = 33%

Zoo + Chem + Micro = 33%
Bot + Geo + Zoo = 33%
Phyt + Math + Stat = 33%
Phyt + Math + Geo = 33%
10. There must be at least 10 students to pursue the combination subjects in the 4th Year of
the B. Sc. Programs.
11. The campus has allotted 5 free quotas in BIT and 6 free quotas in B. Sc. CSIT. The free
quota for the First Semester will be decided on the basis of merit in the entrance
examination. The free quota for other semesters will be decided on the basis of merit in the
preceding semester examination results.
12. There will be an annual increment in fee by 4% for BIT and 5% for CSIT programs.
13. There will be a staff quota in each program.
14. One quota can be allotted from the highest donation quota for teacher and staff only.

